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GUESTROOMS AND SUITES REDEFINE LUXURY AND COMFORT
AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, WASHINGTON DC
WASHINGTON, DC – Guestrooms and suites at Mandarin Oriental, Washington DC delight
visitors with décor, marrying Asian elegance with stylish traditional touches, set against the
hotel’s signature water and district views. Several layouts are made possible by the unique shape
of the building, with guestrooms measuring between 400 to 700 square feet.

The color palettes in most guestrooms feature gold, cream and neutral tones. On the eighth and
ninth floor are the hotel’s Tai Pan accommodations, which feature a rich red, burgundy and beige
color scheme along with flat panel televisions with HDTV. Nightstand lamps throughout, are a
contemporary Japanese lantern design and artwork is a mixture of Western and Asian. Replica
pieces from the Smithsonian Freer Gallery and Sackler Gallery are contrasted with work from
contemporary American artists. The television rests on a piece inspired by a Japanese chest or
“tansu,” that is commonly used in Northeast Asia, distinct for its simplicity of shape and
material. The design is in keeping with the elements of Feng Shui. For example, the location of
the mirror does not face the entry door thereby ensuring good luck is not reflected out of the
room and circular forms draw good luck into the guestrooms.

All accommodations feature customized furnishings, high-speed Internet access, three dual-line
phones with voicemail, flat screen televisions and lavish marble bathrooms, many with views
from generous soaking tubs.
Signature Suites…Redefined
Using a harmonious balance of colors, texture and materials, the designers’ vision was to create a
classic yet modern feel that would welcome both leisure and business guests. The goal was to
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combine form and function with beautifully selected pieces for an environment in which to relax
and entertain, surrounded by nuances of our famed Oriental heritage.

Presidential Suite
When guests enter the 3,500-square-foot, three-bedroom Presidential Suite, they are immediately
greeted by an extravagant semi-circle living room filled with natural light and exclusive
panoramic views of DC, Maryland and Virginia. Including a high-ceiling and oversized
windows, the main living space of the suite features a stunning crystal chandelier centering the
room. From every room in the suite, guests enjoy unbeatable views of the Jefferson Memorial,
Washington Monument, and Tidal Basin along with the city’s famed Cherry Blossom trees. Also
featuring, an exquisite dining room, large master bedroom with a four-poster bed, an oversized
glass-enclosed walk-in shower, marble waterfall infinity tub, personal treadmill and large
working desk, the Presidential Suite is ideal for politicians, dignitaries, musicians, celebrities,
and any guest looking to receive a truly presidential experience in the nation’s capital.

Jefferson Suite
Named after the iconic memorial located just outside its windows, the Jefferson Suite offers an
elegant expanse of comfort, style and luxury. Spread over 1,900-square-feet on the hotel's fourth
floor, this opulent two-bedroom, corner suite offers a wealth of accommodations including a
fully-equipped kitchen, dining room featuring a mahogany table, sitting area and den. Including a
master bathroom and guest powder room, this suite is beautifully designed with Asian décor and
pristine accents reflecting the hotel's rich Oriental heritage. Complementing the exquisite design
and spacious layout, the suite also enjoys exclusive views of the Tidal Basin, the Washington
Marina and Martin Luther King Memorial towards the Pentagon and Arlington. Exuding a
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welcoming, relaxed feel, the Jefferson Suite is the perfect choice for guests seeking a long-stay
option, or simply a luxurious base for a visit to the US capital.

Oriental Suite
Highlighted with Asian-influenced design accents, the Oriental Suite is ideal both for
entertaining, business or families. Located on the top floor of the hotel, this suite includes elegant
marble fixtures, and a lavish bedroom accompanied by a spacious living room that offers
exclusive views of Washington, DC, a guest powder room and a separate dining area, seating up
to six guests. This suite’s marble master bathroom is fitted with a large, double shower and
separate soaking tub.

Mandarin and Ambassador Suites
Providing guests with striking views of historic Washington, DC, the Mandarin and Ambassador
Suites are the perfect choices for guests desiring a stylishly designed retreat with a sophisticated
feel. With enough room to combine business and leisure needs, each suite consists of a large
bedroom complete with king bed and a marble master bathroom featuring a walk-in shower and
separate deep soaking tub, as well as a separate living room including a guest powder room. Both
suites feature elegant furnishings including plenty of seating, large vases and a selection of
occasional tables.
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